Quality health care rests fundamentally on the achievements of biomedical research. All health outcomes are improved by sound science: health status can be turned around by transplantation when someone’s life is in jeopardy due to a diseased organ; social functioning can be improved by shock wave lithotripsy that leads to faster recovery; and satisfaction can be enhanced when children with moderate or severe asthma receive appropriate anti-inflammatory treatment. To improve the quality of health care that patients actually receive, both biomedical research production and especially its introduction into clinical practice need to be examined.

**Growth of Clinical Research Production**

Over the past 20 years, the number of articles indexed annually in the Medline database of the National Library of Medicine has nearly doubled (Table I). Certainly, the achievements of the Human Genome Project, innovative medical technologies, and scientific discoveries make further investment in biomedical research appealing.

The growth in publications is particularly spectacular in the category of the most rigorous clinical evaluations, randomized controlled clinical trials. Such trials have long been considered sources of the highest quality evidence on the value of a new clinical intervention. Over the past two decades, the number of clinical trials in cardiology has increased five-fold. Similar growth has occurred in many other clinical specialty areas (Table I). Improvement in the quality and efficiency of health care also depends on progress in the science of organizational, reimbursement, workforce, and information system issues. Correspondingly, 10 times more clinical trials are published today than 20 years ago in health services research (e.g., comparisons of inpatient care with outpatient care, physician profiling, and other information interventions). Yet, health care practices appear to be ill prepared to absorb and efficiently introduce this constantly growing amount of information.

**Slow Transfer of Research to Practice**

In 1843 before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Oliver Wendell Holmes read the first of his famous papers on the “Contagiousness of Puerperal Fever” [3]. It advocated hand washing before examining a pregnant woman — a revolutionary idea at the time. Yet, it took decades for his recommendation to become a universally accepted practice and change did not come without resistance. Today, more scientific discoveries are being achieved than ever.
before, but practical introduction of new scientific discoveries does not seem to be much faster today than it was more than 100 years ago.

Apparently, the practical application of scientifically sound diabetic eye care recommendations does not fare much better today than hand washing in the last century. The landmark study by the Diabetic Retinopathy Study Research Group, a randomized controlled clinical trial published in 1981, linked early treatment to improved outcomes in diabetes care [4]. The American Diabetes Association published its eye care guidelines for patients with diabetes mellitus in 1988 [5]. Today, according to the HEDIS (Health Employer Data and Information Set) report [6] of the National Committee on Quality Assurance, the national rate for annual diabetic eye exam is still significantly below the recommended level. The rate of compliance for many procedures remains low after several decades of the original application in a landmark trial (Table II).

Studies suggest that it takes an average of 17 years for research evidence to reach clinical practice (Figure I) [20-26]. In one study, the interval between acceptance and publication of a research project has been found to be around 316 (±21) days in 1982, and 206 (±89) days in 1992 [27]. Using citation analysis, Altman and Goodman [28] found that newer technical innovations still take 4 to 6 years before they achieve 25 citations in the medical literature. In their meta-analysis, Antman et al [26] noticed that it took 13 years for experts to recommend thrombolytic drugs in the treatment of acute myocardial infarction after the publication of randomized controlled trials that indicated therapeutic efficacy. Treatment recommendations for new therapies appearing in medical textbooks showed a delay of more than 10 years [26].

To calculate the time needed to implement evidence from reviews, papers and textbooks, we looked at nine clinical procedures listed in Table II. The annual increase in use was calculated by dividing the current rate of use by the number of years between the publication of the landmark trial and the reported current use. An average annual increase of 3.2 percent was calculated using all nine clinical procedures. Correspondingly, it would take 15.6 years to reach a rate of use of 50 percent from a rate of zero assumed at the time of publication of the landmark study. It takes a minimum of 6.3 years for evidence to reach reviews, papers and textbooks. By subtracting 6.3 years from 15.6 years, an estimated 9.3 years transition period is needed to implement evidence from reviews, papers and textbooks (Figure I).

Table II. Landmark Clinical Trials and Current Rate of Use for Selected Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Procedure</th>
<th>Landmark Trial</th>
<th>Current Rate of Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fecal occult blood test</td>
<td>1986 [16]</td>
<td>17% [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic foot care</td>
<td>1993 [18]</td>
<td>20% [19]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is 50 percent utilization rate an acceptable threshold for declaring success in the practical implementation of clinical recommendations? The problem of translating clinical research into clinical practice is not a new one. In 1989, an article in the New England Journal of Medicine asked the following question: “Do Practice Guidelines Guide Practice?” [29] The answer in the article was "no" and, obviously, more needs to be done to put well-substantiated recommendations into clinical practice.

Malfunction of Passive Diffusion and Mediation

Relying on the passive diffusion of information to keep health profession­als’ knowledge up to date is doomed to failure in a global environment in which about 2 million articles on medical issues are published annually [30]. While amazed by new scientific achievements, few realize the implications of abundant and growing production in biomedical research. If a physician were to read just two articles daily, within one year that physician would still fall centuries behind. To read everything of potential biomedical importance, physicians would have to peruse about 6000 articles per day [31]. Unfortunately, in spite of all scientific achievements, biomedical research production cannot be developed for the next millennium if dissemination of pertinent findings to practitioners remains on a nineteenth century level. General physicians who want to keep up with relevant journals face the task of examining 19 articles a day 365 days a year [32].

Textbooks, classic mediators of research results, can provide inadequate and inaccurate information. In a study, fourteen common symptoms and nine diseases representing 20% to 40% of primary care patient visits were identified. In seven of the most
frequently used textbooks of internal medicine, the average number of pages devoted to all 14 symptoms was 30 (1.5%) and the number of pages devoted to the nine diseases was 40 (2%) [33]. A survey of 13 popular current surgical textbooks and review journals found a high level of inaccuracy for staging of gastric adenocarcinoma. Two texts (15%) did not mention any staging system, 8% described a non-standard system, three (23%) described staging systems that were out of date and six descriptions (46%) were inaccurate [34].

An analysis of content of 14 nursing textbooks revealed that only one textbook stated correctly the definition of opioid addiction and its likelihood following use of opioid analgesics for pain control. Almost all texts used confusing terminology and some erroneously promoted the fear of addiction when opioids are used for pain relief [35].

Medicine lacks an information infrastructure to efficiently connect those who produce and archive medical knowledge to those who must apply that knowledge [36]. Clinical trial evidence may be difficult to understand and apply in practice. Seventy-five percent of physicians admitted having problems understanding statistics commonly found in medical journals [37]. Only 4 to 13 percent of the patients who now undergo coronary bypass surgery would meet the eligibility criteria for the randomized controlled trials that established its efficacy [38]. A general medicine service at a university affiliated hospital found that only 53 percent of patients admitted to the service received primary treatments that had been validated in randomized controlled trials or systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials [39].

The Agency for Health Care Policy and Research also has a similar system to evaluate the type of evidence and the strength and consistency of evidence. A numeral is assigned based on the type of evidence: I: meta-analysis of multiple, well-designed controlled studies; II: at least one well-designed experimental study; III: well-designed, quasi-experimental studies such as non-randomized controlled, single group, pre-post, cohort, time series, or matched case-controlled studies; IV: well-designed non-experimental studies, such as comparative and correlational descriptive and case studies; V: case reports and clinical examples. The strength and consistency of evidence are measured by: A: evidence from type I or consistent findings from multiple studies of types II, III, or IV; B: evidence of types II, III, or IV, and findings are generally consistent; C: evidence of types II, III, or IV, but findings are inconsistent; D: little or no evidence, or there is type V evidence only.

**Seeking Conclusive Knowledge**

In recent years, several evidence-rating systems have been developed to identify substantial medical knowledge. The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force recommended a scale to evaluate the strength of the recommendations and quality of evidence of research studies. Studies supporting the intervention are placed into one of the following categories according to study design: I: randomized, controlled trials; II-1: controlled trials without randomization; II-2: cohort or case-control analytic studies; II-3: multiple time series, uncontrolled experiments with dramatic results; III: respected opinions, descriptive epidemiology [41].

The Agency for Health Care Policy and Research also has a similar system to evaluate the type of evidence and the strength and consistency of evidence. A numeral is assigned based on the type of evidence: I: meta-analysis of multiple, well-designed controlled studies; II: at least one well-designed experimental study; III: well-designed, quasi-experimental studies such as non-randomized controlled, single group, pre-post, cohort, time series, or matched case-controlled studies; IV: well-designed non-experimental studies, such as comparative and correlational descriptive and case studies; V: case reports and clinical examples. The strength and consistency of evidence are measured by: A: evidence from type I or consistent findings from multiple studies of types II, III, or IV; B: evidence of types II, III, or IV, and findings are generally consistent; C: evidence of types II, III, or IV, but findings are inconsistent; D: little or no evidence, or there is type V evidence only.
Once a source of substantial research results has been located, the credibility of medical evidence has to be examined. Many strategies for critically reviewing clinical trials have been developed and reviewed [42-44]. These methods, presented in more than 26 scales and 11 checklists, are designed to help the reader understand and interpret clinical trials. However, there are disadvantages to some of the existing trial evaluation methods (e.g., no evaluation of patient assignment; no items about masking; patient follow-up not addressed; statistical analysis not assessed). Many currently available evidence rating and quality scoring system lack granularity in recognizing credible and substantial clinical evidence. For example, current techniques are unable to distinguish clinical trials that yielded results with major outcome implications from those trials that led to accurate but negligible results.

Actionable knowledge representation is needed to make a difference in the process and outcome of patient care [45]. Unfortunately, the current publication standards often do not provide information in the necessary structure and cannot be converted into it. The Arden Syntax is a language for representing vast medical knowledge in a standardized format that can be shared by system developers, individual practitioners, and health care administrators across many institutions at different locations. The Arden Syntax is comprised of rule-based independent modules known as Medical Logic Modules (MLMs), each of which contains sufficient logic to make a single medical decision (task-specific knowledge) [46]. However, Arden Syntax is not generally adequate for encoding complex decision logic involving coordination among multiple MLMs [47]. Guideline Interchange Format (GLIF), has been developed to address the problems of encoding complex clinical guidelines and guideline sharing. The GLIF guideline specifications consist of action steps, conditional steps, branch steps, and synchronization steps [48].

At the University of Missouri, the Columbia Registry of Medical Management Trials provides a unique source of randomized clinical trials for meta-analyses, traditional reviews, and executive summaries for quality improvement of health services. A study concluded that with the emergence of computerized electronic networks, clinicians and physician executives gaining direct access to bibliographic databases could be better served by structured indexing of critical aspects of randomized controlled clinical trials: design, sample, intervention, and effects [2]. Based on a large sample of randomized controlled clinical trials of organizational interventions, a study analyzed the various methods of such trials and identified the specific requirements of applying randomized trials in health services research [23]. In this study, a validated trial quality scoring method was also developed for health services research. An analysis of clinical trial information needs explored the loss that occurs in transferring information from researchers to practitioners. A streamlined abstraction process could better generate helpful information for practitioners, system developers, and researchers simultaneously.

### Computerized Delivery of Clinical Evidence

Several systematic reviews and meta-analyses indicate differences in physician decisions after adding literature. To enhance clinical decision support, presented messages can be supplemented with information from the medical literature. One study evaluated the effect of clinical direct reports (practice data with pertinent evidence from the literature) on dialysis modality selection for patients with end-stage renal disease [49]. A randomized controlled clinical trial was conducted at five dialysis centers. The number of patients allocated to peritoneal dialysis was significantly higher in the intervention group than in the control group (15.3% versus 2.4%, p = 0.044). Another study demonstrated that physicians believe clinical trial evidence to be the most valuable in changing clinical practices [50]. The goal of this study was to identify types of evidence that can lead to the biggest difference. Family practice physicians and internists across the United States were asked about the perceived values of evidence from randomized controlled trials, locally developed recommendations, no evidence, cost-effectiveness studies, expert opinion, epidemiologic studies, and clinical studies. On a Likert scale from one to six, randomized controlled clinical trial was the highest rated evidence (mean 5.07, SD±1.14).

Information interventions have been used widely to improve health care. The provider reminder intervention has been used to improve the provision of preventive care procedures such as mammography [51-53], sigmoidoscopy [52,54], influenza vaccinations [53,55,56], and tetanus immunizations [57,58]. A cumulative meta-analysis of physician prompting indicated that prompting can significantly increase preventive care performance by 13.1% (CI: 10.5% to 15.6%) [59]. The statistical analysis included 33 eligible studies involving 1,547 clinicians and 54,693 patients. The effect ranged from 5.8% (CI: 1.5% to 10.1%) for Pap smear to 18.3% (CI: 11.6% to 25.1%) for influenza vaccination. The effect is not cumulative and the length of intervention period did not show correlation with effect size R = -0.015, N.S.). Vigorous application of this simple and effective information intervention could save thousands of lives annually. Health care organizations could effectively use prompting to provide information...
to clinicians at the time when patient care decisions are made. Computerized education programs have helped patients improve their health as well as the process through which they receive care. Some examples include computerized health promotion [60,61] and educational information in the management of medical condition [62,63]. A recent systematic review of 39 eligible randomized clinical trials found that patient participation in and outcomes of diabetes care can be improved by computerized knowledge management interventions. HgbA1c and blood glucose levels were significantly improved in seven and six trials respectively. Significant impact on guideline compliance was reported in six out of eight studies that tested computerized prompting. Three out of four insulin dosage programs of small pocket-size computers reduced hypoglycemic events while reducing insulin doses. Several computerized educational programs improved diet and metabolic indicators. Only two out of eight studies have been successful in linking computerized data reporting to improved outcomes. Insulin dosage programs, computerized prompting, electronic data recording and analysis, computerized patient education, and various distance technologies can make a significant difference in the quality of diabetes care.

Connecting Those Who Produce Knowledge with Those Who Apply It

Clinicians and biomedical investigators should probably pay more attention to Hamlet’s admonition: “Suit the action to the word, the word to the action.” Many troubling reports highlight the unrealized practical benefits of significant scientific achievements. Clinical practices often fail to change in response to recommendations substantiated by controlled evidence. Numerous studies have documented the existence of major unexplained variations in clinical practice patterns. It is equally disappointing that the standards of research publications have not changed for decades while clinicians are inundated with hard-to-read research reports. The words of scientists should be presented in ways that are more helpful to those who must translate them into action. Certainly, computerized information systems hold the promise of better connecting clinical research and patient care practices.
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